Effects of amino acid replacements within the tetrabasic cleavage site on the processing of the human insulin receptor precursor expressed in Chinese hamster ovary cells.
We have studied the specificity requirements for processing of the human insulin proreceptor by successively replacing each basic amino acid in the tetrabasic cleavage site with alanine. These mutated receptor cDNAs have then been overexpressed in Chinese hamster ovary cells, using vectors containing the mouse dihydrofolate reductase gene to amplify the transfected cDNAs in the presence of increasing concentrations of methotrexate. High levels of expression, ranging up to 6 x 10(7) receptors/cell were achieved in these experiments. Replacement of the P1 arginine with alanine led to the complete suppression of processing, as occurs also in a naturally occurring serine mutation at this site (Yoshimasa, Y., Seino, S., Whittaker, J., Kakehi, T., Kosaki, A., Kuzuya, H., Imura, H., Bell, G. I., and Steiner, D. F. (1988) Science 240, 783-787). A small amount of cleavage at alternative sites was detected. Replacement of the P2 arginine or P3 lysine with alanine did not in either case affect conversion to mature alpha and beta subunits, while replacement of the P4 arginine significantly inhibited processing. The binding isotherms for the processed versions of the receptor were comparable to previously published normal values. The unprocessed proreceptor bound insulin normally but was autophosphorylated less efficiently than processed versions of the receptor expressed in the same cells. These results suggest that a single processing protease with trypsin-like specificity may be involved in processing both insulin and insulin-like growth factor-I receptor precursors as well as a variety of viral envelope glycoprotein precursors.